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September 2013 General Meeting
The March General Meeting will be held on
WEDNESDAY 18th SEPTEMBER 2013 at the

South Ballajura Community Centre
15 Hamelin Drive, Ballajura
Western Australia 6066
The meeting commences at 8.00pm

A $2.00 door entry fee puts you in the running for the
lucky number prize draw.
Please contact Jennie (0417 283 262) or
Peter (0417 283 265) for more details
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Sausage Sizzle
The Beachcombers are once again holding a Sausage Sizzle at Bunning’s in
Malaga on SATURDAY 5TH OCTOBER 2013. As much help as possible
would be appreciated – even if you can help out for an hour. Could you
please let Jennie or Mark and Wendy Hansen know when you are able to
help.

Field day
choices
for 2014
It is time to start thinking about where you
would like the Beachcomber Field Days for
2014 to be held.
All suggestions are welcome.
Please email your ideas to the Club Field
Day Officer Ian Cook

ian_cook@iinet.net.au
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October 2013 Field Day - LWE – Wagoe
Saturday September 28 to Monday September 30 2013
Saturday before 12:00 hrs [noon] at Ian’s Wagoe
Chalet
Lines Down: Saturday at 13:00
South point at Port Gregory
Boundaries: South:
North:
Mouth of the Murchison River at Kalbarri
Sign off:
Monday 09:00 at Ian’s Chalet at Wagoe
Sign on:

Barbecue:

There will be a communal barbecue at Ian’s chalet
between 12:00 and 14:00 on the Sunday. Fishing in
the competition is prohibited between 12:00 and
14:00. But attendance at the barbecue is not
compulsory.

Any questions or queries please ring or email the FDO
Ian Cook on:
Phone: 9401 9461
Mobile: 0419 917 657
ian_cook@iinet.net.au

Balloon fishing on a platform reef at Wagoe
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Beachcomber Dates: October 2013 Field Day – Wagoe – 28th, 29th & 30th (LWE)
Sausage Sizzle at Bunnings Malaga – 5th October 2013
State Dry Casting at Yokine Reserve – 27th October 2013
November Field Day – Nornalup – 16th & 17th November 2013

Field Day Venues 2013
Month

Venue

Date

January

Open

26-28 LWE

February

Dawesville Cut to Binningyup

16-17

March

Bluff Creek

2-4 LWE

April

Reefbeach

Easter

May

Cervantes

18-19

June

Emusprings

1-3 LWE

July

Rottnest

13-14

August

Cervantes

17-18

September

Waroona

1st Sept

October

Wagoe (Sept LWE)

28-30 Sept

November

Nornalup

16-17

December

Local

13-14
6
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July Field Day Report
I managed to leave work early on Friday and headed up to Seabird, arriving about
5.45pm at the General Store to grab some firewood. Headed down to the beach and tried
to find ‘the fishing spot’, but had no luck. So I parked on the beach for the night, cooked
some steak and mushrooms for dinner and boiled the billy for a cup of tea (or 4!). Lit the
fire after dinner to warm myself up and was asleep by 10.30pm.
Woke up about 7am and did the quick 15
minute pack up and headed back to the General
Store to meet up with Morris Kolman. After a
cuppa and muffin, we jumped into my car and
went to look for the ‘fishing spot’. Turns out that
the place I had stopped the night before was the
right place – but the beach had been washed
away.
“THE SPOT!”

Back to the General Store for the sign on
squashed by the rush of people waiting to sign
on – myself and Morris! So after the official competition started, we headed back to ‘the
spot’ to set up camp and get stuck into fishing.
Morris started off with his big rod with
mulies and a rig. It was picked clean. So he
returned to camp and decided to set up with
whitebait instead and got his first bite by
1pm from a tarwhine and kept hooking them
for the next two hours. I had a go but the rig
was picked to death without any bites. It
went quiet so I headed back to camp for a
‘snake bite prevention’ cocktail (whiskey!). It
was great to sit back and relax with a drink
and look out over the million dollar view –
this is how the other half live!
One of Morris’s tarwhine

The million dollar view

We headed back to the water after some
discussion on ‘technique’ and Morris started
catch more of the little tarwhine. He lent me one
of his whitebait rigs, but the fish still knew it was
me and wouldn’t bite! Swapped over to squid
and got a wrasse to bite with the first cast. The
drought was broken and the little tarwhine
decided that my bait was just as good.
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After awhile it was time to head back to camp and start the fire up to cook dinner. It
looked like rain was on the way so Morris
was about to put the walls up on the
Foxwing when the heavens oped up. There
was nowhere to stand without getting
drowned so we jumped in the car – then
remembered dinner was cooking! Burnt
offerings weren’t really what we had
planned to eat so I jumped out to give it a
stir. The rain eased up so we put the walls
up, pegged it all down and then got into
some dry clothes and ate our dinner.
Snake bite prevention kit
Morris did some more fishing,
but had no luck. I stayed back at
camp and tried to coax the drowned
fire into life again. So once the fire
had been resuscitated, we sat next to
it warming our toes drinking hot tea
for me and hot milo for Morris.

Morris with his tailor

It rained into the night, waking
me up about midnight with the sound
of the rain on my swag. Morris was up
in the morning banging out some bate
but had no takers. Back to the camp
for bacon and eggs for breakfast.
Thought we might as well try and feed the fish once more but only got the salad – not
much good without the fish to go with it!
We gave up and packed
up the camp, headed back to
Seabird to pump up the tyres
and then head for home. Thank
you, Morris, for great company
and a great weekend.

Assistant assistant
Field Day Officer
Sunset before the storm.......

Peter Stoeckel
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CERVANTES FIELD DAY Report– 17/8/2013 TO 18/8/2013
We woke at 6:00am on Saturday, 17 August, the day was finally here! We had waited a long
time for today, a lot of planning and shopping of various camping gear had been bought. We had
packed the car the night before, the final things were done in the morning, chucked a chook
carcass to the dog, we locked the gates and we were off to Cervantes. We had just turned the first
corner and Peter Stoeckel rang us on Mark’s mobile to see where we were. We advised him that
we had just left the house in Thornlie; he said that he was already in Wanneroo. Peter had already
been to High Wycombe to pick up his friend Brian for the trip.
It was a bit drizzly along the drive, when we got to the turn off to go to Great Northern
Highway we were behind a truck and we started to slow down. Next thing the truck stopped and
Ruth could see around the bend that there were flashing ambulance and police lights with a huge
line up of cars, all stationary. So we hopped out of the car to see what was going on. Mark saw a
helicopter parked in the middle of the road. Both roads were blocked either way. So 40 minutes
later it finally took off. According to one of the motorists it was a single car crash where the
occupants had to be cut free from the car and stabilised. Mark had obviously let Peter know our
situation and he, Brian and Morris were waiting very
Taylor’s Toyota arrives at the campsite
patiently in the “sign on” car park.
It was time to rock and roll and off we went. At 11.15
am we finally arrived to some good-humoured verbal abuse
from Peter on the two-way radio [UHF] as they had been
waiting for us (hehe). We then met and greeted each other
and introduced ourselves to Brian. Mark was offered to let
down his tyres, but because he is driving a big beast Toyota
Land cruiser there was no need. Mark led the way to our old camping site, which by the way
someone had left a 44-gallon drum as a convenient rubbish bin. Don’t know who is going to
empty it though! The beach had been washed away a bit because of the rough weather; there
was quite a lot of seaweed build up and also weed floating in the water.
It was a wee bit windy so as we were all setting up
our camp we had to set up some wind protection. This Setting up camp, getting ready for the wind and rain!
took about a little while, and then it was lines in the water
at 2.00pm. The first to catch a fish was Morris, then
Morris, and guess what? Morris again, he ended up
catching over forty fish, species included Herring, Wrasse
and blowies like the rest of us! Abby caught two Herring
for the trip. Samantha caught two blowies. Ruth caught
one blowie and Mark caught six blowies. Poor old Peter
didn’t catch anything [except his favourite ”salad”]. Brian was not in the competition but caught a
couple of Herring and blowies. There were also lots and lots of seaweed “fish” caught. After quite
some time of feeding the blowies and nibblers, as there was not much else out there, we pulled up
our lines and had tea. Ruth and the girls had dug a fire pit and got a fire happening. We didn’t
end up cooking anything over the fire but it was nice to sit around, as it got quite chilly as the night
went on. We decided to try a bit of night fishing. So the Taylors put the kidlets to bed and Peter
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scared them with stories of the mighty DROP BEARS. Of course it started to rain just as Mark went
back down on the beach, but guess what? Nothing, not even something! Ruth, Peter, Brian and
Morris all put on their wet weather gear and joined Mark. No one caught a thing as it started to
rain harder, Peter, Morris and Brian called it a night whilst Mark and Ruth continued to be hopeful
in catching something, not just a cold. Alas to no avail. So they headed back up to camp and were
met by Peter, it was about 10pm and Brian and Morris had gone to bed. So we all called it quits
and went to bed listening to the crashing waves and the nice rain.
The morning was broken at 5.30am by Abby saying “Mummy I’m hungry.” The reply was “Go
back to sleep!” Anyhow we were up at 7.00am to a beautiful morning. There was a rainbow; it
was still, a little overcast, but no wind. Everyone else got up and Morris was the first to head
down to the beach to fish, and guess what? More fish for Morris – lots of Herring!!!!
Everyone else headed down and various
species, mainly blowfish were caught. Ruth didn’t
go as she was doing a wonderful job getting
breakfast ready for the hungry family.
At about 10.30am Peter was helping to fillet
Morris’s fish and as he was throwing the fish
skeletons in the water he spotted a large stingray
snooping along the shoreline, eating the fish scraps.
Pete, Sammy and Mark prepare for the hunt while
So it was game on for Peter and Mark to try and
Brian looks on
catch the ‘monster’ ray. He didn’t take the bait at
all. Even though Mark lobbed a few casts directly on top of the ray. Ruth was on spotter’s duty on
top of a sand dune directing Mark and Peter where to throw the next cast. The kids were excited
as the ray nearly beached itself twice whilst retrieving fish carcasses. Of course 11.00am came
and no ray, so we finished packing up camps and the boys had a bit of fun trying to get the beast
up a hill. We all headed back to the car park for Peter and Morris to reinflate their tyres. Mark and
Peter were ogling over the next issue of 4WD Action magazine – boys will be boys! While they
were waiting for the tyres to pump up. Morris was very kind and offered to shout us lunch at the
service station in Cervantes. Thank you Morris for our lovely meal. Once fed, we departed for
Perth and it started to rain again. Mark and Peter two – wayed [radio] each other the whole way
back to Perth, the kids fell asleep and Ruth just had to listen.
Six Beachcombers fished in this competition at total of 8.29 metres consisting of 52 fish
made up of three species [Wrasse, Herring and
blowfish] Morris had the 3 equal Longest scale fish a
wrasse and 2 herring 28cm and measured 40 fish he
also won the most points: 1677. Mark Taylor won the
Longest bag of 63cm. Abby won the Juniors with 58cm
with herring and blowies.
It was a very enjoyable fish trip; we are looking
forward to our next trip to Waroona.
Happy fishing – it looks fishy
From the Taylor Tribe!

Abby and Samantha NOT Fishing [pretending to be “Drop Bears”], The
dark patch in the sea is the “monster” sting ray feeding on scraps.
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August 2013 Cervantes Field Day Results
Field Day Prizes for August
Section

Angler

Best Scale Fish
Best Bag of Scale Fish

Morris Kolman
Mark Taylor

Species

Length (cm)

Wrasse (all species)
Mixed Bag

28
63

Field Day Sections up to and including August
Section
1A
1B
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Angler

Species

Longest Scale Fish (1st Six Months)
Chas Riegert
Longest Scale Fish (2nd Six Months) Morris Kolman
Most Meritous Fish
Longest Shark
Neels Mostert
Longest Mulloway
Christopher Faure
Longest Tailor
Arno Mostert
Longest Salmon
Chas Riegert
Longest Skipjack Trevally
Mark Hansen
Longest Mackerel
Longest Pike
Longest bag of Scale Fish caught from the shore Mark Hansen
Longest bag of Scale Fish caught from the boat
Most species measured on a field day
Mark Hansen
Most number of fish measured on a field day
Mark Hansen
Longest fish on a S/H Rod 4.5 kg b/s line (max)
Mark Hansen

Length

Salmon
Tailor

85
46

Wobbygong
Mulloway
Tailor
Salmon
Skippy

212
70
45
85
35

Mixed Bag

1712

Mixed Bag
Mixed Bag
Garfish

8
76
44

Top Ten for August

Top Ten up to August
Rank

Angler

Total
Points

Rank

Angler

Total
Points

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mark Hansen
Morris Kolman
Chas Riegert
Ian Cook
Christopher Faure
Neels Mostert (Visitor)
Aiden Jacobs
Ruth Taylor
Peter Stoeckel

13063
8072
6572
6304
5848
3500
2756
2538
2441

1
2
3
4
5
6

Morris Kolman
Abby Taylor (Junior)
Mark Taylor
Samantha Taylor (Junior)
Ruth Taylor
Peter Stoeckel

1677
366
223
181
170
60

10

Arno Mostert (visitor)

2255
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BEACHCOMBERS CASTING DAY
Sunday 13th October 2013
@ Yarloop Town Oval (Teasdale Street)
(Ablution facilities available)
Casting commences sharp at 09:00 am

Programme:
AAA Accuracy event
Single Handed Accuracy event
56 gram Distance
Artificial Bait Distance
112 gram Distance

On completion of these events, the day will continue with an ASF
casting programme until everyone has had enough. ☺

All and sundry are invited to attend and ‘have a toss’….. ☺

For those wishing to stay for the ASF casting, all weights (50 through
200 grams in 25 gram increments) plus line will be available at the field.
Respectfully request that weights are returned to their respective
boxes after use.

Any inquiries please contact Chas Riegert on:
0438535848 or email at: riegert@iinet.net.au
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The Bogged Files
The Canning Stock Route
By Wendy Hansen
A brief history – Alfred Wernam
Canning was born 1860, Campbellfield
near Melbourne. He worked in N.S.W.
as a cadet surveyor and in 1893 he
joined the Western Australian Dept. of
Lands and Survey. In 1906 Canning
was given the task to survey a stock
route from Wiluna to Halls Creek, a
Typical view of the track
Spinifex in the sunlight
trackless 1500km of desert. Working for
4 years surveying and building the stock route, he was also asked to supervise well reconditioning partially
completed by William Snell. This track and series of wells is now what is known as ‘The Canning Stock
Route’).
We had been staying with friends in the Kimberley for a week before making a quick dash to meet up
with our fellow travellers at “Wolfe Creek Crater”. Our satellite navigation in full swing plus SPOT letting
family and friends know how our trip was going for us through its satellite messenger technology. A very
handy device! Any problems, we just press a button. Travelling through the dark along the Tanami Rd.,
we reached the turn off to the infamous ‘Wolfe Creek Crater’. In the past we had flown over this famous
tourist attraction, but travelling in the darkness of night was quite different, especially if you have seen the
uncut version of the movie ‘Wolfe Creek’!
We continued on through the darkness, rain falling heavier now as we entered through numerous gates
to be opened and closed, we grew closer to the campsite. As nature has it, me, Mark and the dog,
needed a “moment” out of the car to take in the surrounds of the country we were entering. Suddenly,
we both looked up, as chills ran down our spines, the remains of sheds only 20 metres away similar to the
buildings from the movie of ‘Wolfe Creek’ where the young travellers met with their ill fate. No time to
spare as the heavens opened up upon us, we both raced back to the car, headlights beaming strongly
into the night guiding our way to yet another gate. Then a sign off to the right for camping and we
quietly arrived to our destination, but everyone else had called it a day, so we were met with silence and a
very wet night
ahead!!

Looking towards Wolfe Creek crater
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The following morning, up early, and our group were off to
Bililuna Community where we would all fuel up ready to embark
on The Canning Stock Route. Years in the planning and 1800 km,
we had an adventure to experience, 51 wells to drive, and a
whole lot of red dust
ahead of us! Well, what
a start! As we all travelled
starting from the North down the stock route viewing each well,
some still operational and restored, others in ruins. As we started
on the first few of these wells, you begin to realize what a
mammoth task Alfred Canning and his team undertook. The
track was very rocky in some areas, extremely corrugated all the
way, sand dunes
to conquer and in
Collecting water from well 46
some
cases
almost similar to beach sand, except of course, this was red
sand in comparison. Many different plant species and
wildflowers grow out here, not to mention the Spinifex
grass that ‘Dougy’, oddly, became very infatuated with. The
wild life of camels, dingoes, emus and the occasional snake
living in the wells was very common. We met 2 women,
both walking the Canning Stock Route alone. Their original
intention was to walk it together, however, they couldn’t agree as one of the ladies, Pam (an artist),
wanted to walk North and the other lady from South Africa, Gaynor, wanted to walk South due to the
sun in the afternoon. We met both of them at separate wells, of course. Very brave women, something I
wouldn’t attempt due to safety reasons of animals attacking, e.g. Camels and dingoes, which can form
packs in numbers!

Dougie’s obsession with “Stuff hiding in Spinifex”

Curious camels amongst the termite towers
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